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QUESTION 1

when organizing information in an Einstein Analytics dashboard, what does the "Progressive Disclosure\\' design
principle mean\\' 

A. Only provide the user with the level of detail they need to see, with the option to drill down deeper into more details. 

B. Utilize the latest templates for the most modern look and feel. 

C. Intentionally omit specific details so that users can do ad-hoc exploration if needed for root-cause analysis. 

D. Implement strict security predicates to minimize the amount of information displayed to users. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A consultant is asked to create a dashboard for sales to see the forecasted sales per product family. After gathering the
requirements, the consultant decides to leverage the timeseries SAQL statement to predict sales. 

Which two actions must be performed when writing the SAQL query? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Determine if the timeseries required parameter, prediction interval, should be 80 or 95. 

B. Investigate which prediction model is best for the data available. 

C. Validate that there is enough data in the dataset to make a good prediction. 

D. Include the fill SAQL statement to fill any missing dates. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

Benito has Viewer access to a new Einstein Analytics app. He wants to build and edit a dashboard using the Seed Bank
dataset in this new app. What must an admin do for Benito to do this? 

A. Grant Benito access to all datasets in the org. 

B. Assign Benito a permission set that contains the permission: Create and Edit Analytics Dashboards. 

C. Grant Benito access to the app that contains the Seed Bank dataset and assign him a permission set that contains
the Create and Edit Analytics Dashboards permission. 

D. Assign Benito a permission set that contains the permission: Create and Manage Analytics Apps. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

An Einstein Consultant receives a new project from a client that wants to implement Einstein Analytics. They do not
currently have Einstein Analytics, but want guidance around how to ensure that their users have correct access. 

They have 1000 users with a small team of three people who will build datasets and dashboards. An additional 15
people should be able to create dashboards. The remaining users should only be able to view dashboards. 

Which recommendation should the consultant give the client? 

A. Create and assign Salesforce permission sets according to the three types of roles defined. 

B. Assign the app permissions "viewer/\\' "editor," and "manager" to the three types of roles defined. 

C. Create and assign three new Salesforce profiles according to the three types of roles defined. 

D. Assign "Einstein Analytics Explorer" licenses to users that should only view the dashboard, and assign "Einstein
Analytics Developer" licenses to users that should be able to create datasets and dashboards. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An Einstein Consultant is implementing encryption for a customer. 

Which two statements about Einstein Analytics Encryption are true? Choose 2 answers 

A. When Einstein Analytics Encryption is enabled, all newly registered datasets are encrypted at rest. 

B. By default, the same keys are used to encrypt data in Einstein Analytics as are used to encrypt data in Salesforce
objects. 

C. The customer\\'s org must have a Shield Platform Encryption tenant secret. 

D. Bring Your Own Key is not supported. 

Correct Answer: AC 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=bi_analytics_encryption.htmandtype=5 
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